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Layout Cameras

    A recent Sunday session focussed (pardon the pun) on using video cameras to record
layouts, to observe out of the way parts of the layout, to run driver POV s etc etc.  It was a
interesting discussion with some good ideas.  
 
   My own minor contribution was to show the Raspberry Pi zero based minicam that I have
used for a number of years, and for a number of purposes.  The first time we ‘overhead
projected’ details from the table at one of the Shawlands monthly meetings it was using this
device, I have since used it not only for this purpose, but also as a trail camera to capture
wildlife images in the garden, as a security camera, as a go-pro equivalent for action
photography, for underwater photography and as a camera for Zoom sessions. It comprises a
3D printed enclosure, a Raspberry Pi zero and the original Raspberry Pi camera module.
  
   The Raspberry Pi was among the first batch that were given away on the front cover of a
magazine, and then cost £4.50. These days a Pi Zero can be bought for £4.80 without wi-fi, or
the Pi Zero W, with wi-fi, can be had for about £9.30 (These prices from the Pi-Hut1). The
dearer W model has advantages that it can stream via either wi-fi or bluetooth for remote real
time monitoring, as well as being able to record to the SD card for playback later.   The one
possible drawback of the wifi module enabled PI is that the electronics to operate the radios
take a bit of current, and so should cost run time if the Pi was being run off of a battery.
However my measurements show both the Pi Zero and the Pi zero W taking just under ¼A
whilst capturing video. 

    The camera module is still available, and has slightly greater than HDMI performance, an
identical camera module but without the IR filter, which makes it suitable for night
photography, and called the Noir ( No IR, gettit?) Is also available, as is a cheaper pi camera,
and the newly announced high quality Pi camera with interchangeable lenses.  Apart from
those four camera options the Pi will accept any USB camera or webcam.  This is of interest
because it is now possible to source tiny USB cameras from laptops or mobile phones.  

    The enclosure was found on Thingiverse2 and printed on the little Fabricator 3D Printer. It
includes ‘soft’ spots to cut out slots for whichever connectors you are using, and a separate
chamber carries a nut to allow the module to be mounted on a tripod or any tripod-like
mounting system.   The back is a simple flat plate, which can easily be replaced with a bigger
box to accomodate batteries or fitted with a power bank adaptor.  Since I started using this
model another similar model, but fitted with it’s own feet has been published on the same
site3. URLs to both are included at the foot of this document.     
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Figure 1 The original enclosure

Figure 2     Reworked version need neither screws nor a tripod
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1.  Pi-hut                        https://thepihut.com/pages/search-results?q=pi%20zero 

2.Original enclosure    https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2300226

3.Screwless enclosure    https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1709013

If you are interested in exploring any of these topics, just let me know, or bring it up at a
Sunday zoom session.  There are good ideas sparking off there every week. 

In the mean time stay safe and well.

Chic
(chic@computer.org )
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